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VEP.MONT ENVIRONMENTAL BOARD
10 V.S.A., Chapter 151

RE: Killington Ltd. by Land Use Permits #lR0525-EB and
Carl Spangler #lR0530-EB
Killington Road
Killington, VT 05751

Findings of Fact, Conclusions
of Law, and Order

and
Forests, Parks & Recreation
Agency of Environmental Conservation
Waterbury, VT 05602

On December 4 and 5, 1985, appeals were filed with the
Environmental Board ("Board") by the Town of Shrewsbury and
the Shrewsbury Planning Commission ("Shrewsbury" collec-
tively) , and by the Agency of Environmental Conservation
(‘AECw) respectively, from the District #l Environmental
Commission's Land Use Permits #lR0525 and #lR0530 dated
November 6, 1985. Land Use Permits #lR0525 and #lRO530
specifically authorize the permittee to construct triple
chairlifts, related ski trails, and related snowmaking
facilities at the Killington Ski Resort in the Town of .'.
Sherburne.

On December 10, 1985 the Board issued a decision to stay
the appeal proceedings pending a decision by the District #l
Environmental Commission on various reconsideration requests.
On February 3, 1986 the District #l Environmental Commission
issued its decisions and the Board proceeded with the appeals.

On February 18, 1986 Killington Ltd. and the Town of
Sherburne filed Motions to Dismiss the appeal of the Town of
Shrewsbury and Shrewsbury Planning Commission on the grounds
that neither one is a proper party to the application. On
February 18, 1986 Killington Ltd. filed a Cross Appeal from
the decision of the District Commission granting party status
to the Town of Shrewsbury, Shrewsbury Planning Commission,
Town of Bridgewater, Bridgewater Planning Commission, Town of
Mendon, Mendon Planning Commission, Two Rivers-Ottauquechee
Regional Commission, Vermont Natural Resources Council, and
Connecticut River Watershed Council.

A prehearing conference was convened by the Board's Vice
Chairman on February 21,
issued February 25.

and a Prehearing Conference Order was

On March 3, the Board convened a public hearing in
Rutland, Vermont and the following participated in that
hearing: ”

Applicant Killington Ltd. by John J. Zawistoski, Esq.
Town of Sherburne by Mark L. Sperry, Esq.
Town of Shrewsbury and Shrewsbury Planning Commission by

James A. Dumont, Esq.
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The hearing was recessed on March 3, pending the issuance of a
decision on party status issues. The Board issued its deci-
sion relative to party status on March 19, 1986. In that
decision the Board determined that the Town of Shrewsbury and
the Shrewsbury Planning Commission were entitled to notice
under 10 V.S.A. 5 6084(a) and, therefore, were entitled to
participate as parties under the first clause of 10 V.S.A.
S 6085(c). That decision is incorporated herein and made a
part hereof.

In view of the Board's decision concerning the party
status of the Town of Shrewsbury and the Shrewsbury Planning
Commission, a second prehearing conference was convened in
this matter on March 26, and a Second Prehearing Conference
Order was issued March 31, 1986. Public hearings on the
substantive issues raised in the appeals were convened by the
Board on April 30, June 11 and 25, July 22, and August 27,
1986 with the following participants:

Permittee Killington Ltd. by John J. Zawistoski, Esq. and
Allan Keyes, Esq.

Appellants Town of Shrewsbury and Shrewsbury Planning
Commission by James Dumont, Esq. and Bonnie Barnes,
Esq.

A site visit was conducted on June 11, 1986. The pro-
ceedings were recessed on August 27, pending the filing of
proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law by the
parties, a review 0f the record and deliberation by the Board.
Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law were filed by
the parties on September 29, 1986. On November 19, the Board
completed its review of the record in this case, determined
the record complete and adjourned the hearing. This matter is
now ready for decision. The following Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law are based upon the record developed at the
hearings, including the site visit. To the extent that we
agreed with and found necessary any findings proposed by the
parties, they have been incorporated herein: any other
requests to find are hereby denied.

Substantive Issues in the Appeal

At the Prehearing Conference held on March 26, as supple-
mented in a letter of April 4, Shrewsbury limited its appeal
to the following criteria: l(A), l(B), l(E), 2, 3, 5, 6, 7,
.8, 8(a), 9(A), 9(C), and 9(K). On April 30, 1986 the AEC
withdrew its appeal. The AEC's withdrawal was conditioned *..’
upon an agreement between the AEC and Killington which will be
submitted to the District Environmental Commission in
satisfaction of certain permit conditions. This leaves the
Board with the following issues to resolve:
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j A. Scope of Project: By letter dated April 4, 1986 Shrews-
; bury clarified its original appeal and stated that it intended
iI to continue its request that the Board review the scope of the
f/ project to determine whether or not the "development" under
!I consideration was simply chairlifts and snowmaking or part of
I/ a larger project.

!I1, B. Roaring Brook Impacts:
j/ Streams, 2 -

Criteria l(A) - headwaters, l(E) -

j, and 8(a)
water availability, 3 - burden on water supply

- wildlife habitat.
I I

Shrewsbury argues that Killington Ltd. cannot sustain its
burden of proof with respect to these criteria in reference to
; the withdrawal of water from Roaring Brook for snowmaking
purposes. Killington believes that it has a "vested" right to

.: withdraw water from Roaring Brook and that in the alternative
,' the project will not have an undue impact upon Roaring Brook.
3 I

c.
'!

Availabilitv of Water Supply and Adequate Waste Disposal:

iI
Criteria l(A) - headwaters, l(B) - waste disposal, l(E) -
streams, 2 -I Water availability, 3 - burden on water supply.

!’
Shrewsbury argues that Killington Ltd. cannot sustain its

burden of proof with respect to these criteria with specific
reference to the availability of water and waste treatment for
the increased waste produced by the increased number of skiers
and others who will be using the new lifts.

D. Impact on Aesthetics: Criterion 8 - aesthetics

Shrewsbury argues that the proposed project will have
unacceptable aesthetic impacts. Originally, Shrewsbury raised
issues relative to forest lands and hiking trails under
Criteria 9(C) - forest scils.and 9(K) - public investments,
but these issues were later withdrawn.

E. Impact of Growth: Criterion 9(A) - growth impact.

Shrewsburv argues that the projects will unreasonably
burden the region. Originally, Shrewsbury raised issues
relative to the Town of Shrewsbury under Criteria 5, 6, 7, and
9(A). This aspect of the appeal was withdrawn leaving the
Board with only the impact upon the region to consider.

F. Energy/Services Impact: Criteria 9(F) - energy conserva-
tion and 9(J) - public utility services. _,,,. . .

Shrewsbury argues that Killington has not adequately
explored alternative energy generation systems and that
Killington will not be able to fulfill the requirements of
Criterion 9(J).
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I. FINDINGS OF FACT

Scope of Project

1.

2.

3.

4.

Land Use Permit Application #lR0525 seeks approval for
the construction of two (2) triple chairlifts. These
chairlifts will be constructed in the general area where
some planning for a Planned Unit Development ("PUD") has
occurred. The "main PUD lift" will be approximately
3950' in length and will provide up to 1800 rides per
hour. It will originate near Ravine Road and continue in
a westerly direction to an area immediately behind the
Snowshed Base Lodge. The second lift is referred to as a
"super novice teaching lift." This lift will also
originate near Ravine Road and extend in a westerly
direction for approximately 2600'. It will provide
between 1200 and 1350 rides per hour. There will be
approximately 6200 lineal feet of snowmaking pipeline
installed primarily in and along the Killington Golf..,
Course fairways. Approximately 13 acres of skiing
terrain will be serviced by the snowmaking system.

The two chairlifts are generally located in an area that
has already been developed for the Killington Golf
Course. Since all proposed facilities will be located in
or on the edge of golf course fairways, minimal clearing
will be required. Ski trails to the base of these lifts
will be located on existing golf course fairways, golf
cart paths, and "brushed out" areas between fairways.
There will be less than two acres of clearing.

Killington has indicated that it will construct the two
chairlifts regardless of whether or not'any add.itional
expansion of the PUD occurs.

Land Use Permit Application #lRO530 seeks approval for
the construction of three (3) triple chairlifts and
associated ski trails with snowmaking facilities
installed on all trails. Construction information is as
follows:

a. The Killington Basin to Skye Peak triple chairlift
will be approximately 3220' long and approximately
6285 lineal feet of trails will be constructed. It
will have a vertical rise of 1190 feet and will
provide approximately 1800 rides per hour at mayimum
operating speed. Snowmaking facilities will be
installed on all trails and clearing will involve
approximately 22 acres.

b. The East Fall to Catwalk triple chairlift will be
approximately 2500' long. It will have a vertical
rise of 1030 feet and will provide approximately
1800 rides per hour. There will be approximately
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2700 lineal feet of trails constructed involving 7.5
acres of clearing. Snowmaking facilities will be
installed on all trails.

C . The South Ridge to Boomerang triple chairlift will
be approximately 4300 feet long. It will have a
vertical rise of 1030 feet and will provide approxi-
mately 1800 rides per hour at maximum operating
speed. There will be approximately 9200 lineal feet
of trails constructed, involving 11 acres of clear-
ing. Snowmaking facilities will be installed on all
trails.

5. The three chairlifts proposed are located in an existing
ski area. Each element of the lifts is surrounded by
existing chairlifts and/or existing ski trails and
snowmaking facilities. All proposed construction will be
located on lands owned by Killington Ltd. or leased to
Killington Ltd. bv the Vermont Department of Forests,
Parks and Recreation.'"‘

6. The existing snowmaking system consists of a single
interconnected facility which extends over Killington's
five skiing mountains. Because it is interconnected,
water from any of the three sources can be pumped to
other parts of the system. The expansion of the system
proposed in these applications consists only of line
extensions along the new ski trails. No additional
pumping or compressor capacity will be installed as a
part of these applications.

1 (A) - Headwaters, l(E) - Streams and 8(A) - Necessary Wild-
life Habitat _

7. Water for the snowmaking system in conjunction with these
applications will be supplied from three sources - the
Gondola intake facility, the Bear Mountain Pond, and
Snowshed Pond.

8. The Gondola intake facility, which was originally
installed in the late 196Os, withdraws water directly
from the Ottauquechee River near the Gondola Base along
U.S. Route 4. It has the capacity to withdraw no more
than 1000 gallons of water per minute from the river. As
part of the reconstruction of the intake facility, the
Agency of Environmental Conservation issued Stream

" Alteration Permit #SA-1-0051 (Exhibit #7 - CS2) which
requires that a minimum stream flow of 12.16 cfs be
maintained at all times in the Ottauquechee River. If
natural stream flow is less than the required minimum,
withdrawal of water is not permitted.
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11.

12.

13.

*..

14.

The Bear Mountain Pond water source is fed by a diversion
located on Falls Brook and by two small intermittent
streams. The Falls Brook diversion and the Bear Mountain
Pond were constructed in 1982 and both facilities are
designed to pass the recommended 0.5 cfs minimum stream
flow.

The gondola intake facility and Bear Mountain Pond are
approved water withdrawal locations and are not at issue
here.

Snowshed Pond was constructed in its present configura-
tion in the spring and summer of 1970 to provide storage
and recovery capacity for snowmaking projects. Water
enters the Snowshed Pond from a diversion on Roaring
Brook which was constructed in the early 1960s with the
approval of the Department of Forests, Parks and Recrea-
tion. Originally the diversion structure in the brook
channeled water through an open ditch leading to a small
pond. Later the ditch was replaced with a culvert which
was used to supply Snowshed Pond when it was enlarged in
1970. The diversion structure, culvert and pond have
been in existence and have been used in their present
configuration since 1970, although water has been
diverted from Roaring Brook since the early 1960s.

Roaring Brook in its "natural condition" is a typical
Vermont upland trout stream. It has both pools and
riffles, and it has several fluctuations of water level
with spring flushing of silt, summer and fall periods of
low flows, and winter icing at its top and bottom layers.
Brook Trout spawn in the brook in October and November,
and the eggs remain until spring. In the spring, flood-
waters wash silt from eggs and spawning areas. In its
natural condition, even in periods of low flow, the
indigenous Brook Trout remain in the pools and eggs
survive the winter because of sufficient water flow.

The water diversion structure in Roaring Brook is located
just upstream from the Rams Head Base Lodge. It consists
of rocks and sandbags placed in the stream so that at
certain times of the year all of the flow, up to four
cubic feet per second (1800 gallons per minute), less a
small amount of leakage around the diversion structure,
is diverted from the stream by the culvert to Snowshed
Pond. ,_, . . .. . .

At periods of low flow, the section of Roaring Brook
below the diversion structure is essentially dewatered
until a small tributary joins the stream approximately
2200 feet downstream. Although some water from the
leakage around the diversion structure and other small
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sources is observable in the stream at all times of the
year, this section of Roaring Brook no longer has a
natural fisheries habitat capable of sustaining popula-
tions of trout.

15. Roaring Brook is currently not in a "natural condition"
for the 2200 feet downstream from the diversion struc-
ture-, in part because of a dam located within this
stretch of the stream. The remaining downstream section
of Roaring Brook is still essentially in a natural
condition in terms of fisheries habitat.

1 (B) - Waste Disposal, 2 - Water Availability, and 3 - Burden
on an Existing Water Supply

16.

17.

18.

. .

19.

20.

. . .

21.

If no additional facilities in the PUD are constructed by
1991, after the construction of the five lifts there will
be approximately 4500 additional skiers during the
"design day" (the 30th busiest day of the year). If the.,.,
PUD is completed as proposed, the five new chairlifts
will add between 7700 and 9100 skiers by 1991 during the
"design day."

Based upon an estimated 5.0 gallons of sewage generated
per skier per day, Killington will need to expand its
baseload sewage disposal capacity by 22,500 gallons per
day ("gpd") , even if no new construction occurs in the
PUD. Killington will need to expand its baseload sewage
disposal capacity by between 38,500 and 45,500 gpd if the
PUD is completed.

Killington Ltd. presently has 62,965 gpd of wastewater
disposal capacity in use at all of its skiing facilities.
On a,,peak day during President's Week of 1986, 58,580
gallons of sanitary wastewater were generated.

Killington has the following approved but unconstructed
additional reserve capacities for its base lodges:
12,160 gpd at the Bear Mountain Spray Site #l, 5000 gpd
at the Northeast Passage Base Lodge, or a total of 17,160
gpd.

Killington currently has the following additional
proposed sewage capacity which is either in the design
phase or under technical permit review by the Department
of Water Resources: 40,000 gpd at the Bear Mountain Base
Lodge, and.9697 gpd at-Bear Mountain Spray Site #2.

Current installed potable water system capacity at all of
Killington's base lodge facilities is 111,528 gpd, or
7448 gpd more than the total design day water flows
assuming full build out of the PUD.
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i/ 23.
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I:

24.

;!
II
I

Construction of the additional snowmaking lines will not
result in the use of additional water from the existing
water sources. Because this project does not involve any
improvements to the snowmaking system's water sources,
and because all of these sources are already being used
to full permitted capacity, the new lines will only use
water that is diverted from other areas of the snowmaking
system.

Based upon the above findings, the Board finds that these
projects will meet applicable health and water resources
and environmental engineering regulations and will not
result in the injection of waste materials or harmful or
toxic substances into groundwater or wells if appropriate
conditions are attached to the permits. Such conditions
should insure that sufficient sewage disposal capacity is
available at such time as additional skiers are expected
as a result of the construction of new chairlifts.

Based upon the above findings, the Board further finds
that there is sufficient water available to meet the
needs of these projects and that these projects will not
cause an unreasonable burden on an existing water supply.

8 - Aesthetics and Scenic and Natural Beauty

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

All lift equipment will be painted black.

The PUD chairlifts and related snowmaking facilities will
be located on the edges of golf course fairways. One to
two acres of additional clearing would be required in and
around the Killington Golf Course for the installation of
the proposed PUD chairlifts. _

. .

The PUD lifts will not be visible from long distances and
will not be located on a ridgeline or a mountaintop.
They will be located at a fairly low elevation in the
Killington Basin and will only be visible from higher
elevations surrounding the Killington Basin.

The PUD lifts will be located in an area that has already
experienced significant development: the Killington Golf
Course, two lodges, 700+ residential units, a recreation
center, a motel, a ski base lodge, a snowmaking pond,
pumphouse, ski lifts and ski trails.

Portions of the three upper lifts may be visible from
mountaintops located to the north, east and southeast of
the Killington Basin. None of the chairlifts will be
visible from Rutland City, since they are located on the
east side of the Green Mountain ridgeline, nor will the
lifts be visible to travellers on Route 100 and Route 4.
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i j 30. The proposed projects will be located in an area that has
I
i already experienced significant development. The ski

i !
II

area in general is visible from one high elevation point

I on I-89 north of the Town of Randolph. However, the
I:1: proposed projects are surrounded by existing chairlifts,

I

;I

ski trails,
lodges, etc.

snowmaking/firefighting facilities, base

iI3 1 . Only the top 20% of the proposed South Ridge chairlift
:f would be visible from Shrewsbury.

lift from Shrewsbury,
To see the top of this

one would have to hike to the top
of Smith Peak or Shrewsbury Peak.

3 2 . Based upon the above findings, the proposed chairlifts
and related construction will not have an undue adverse
effect on the aesthetics or scenic and natural beauty of
the area.

9 (A) - Impact of Growth

The'Town of Sherburne does not have a duly adopted
capital improvement program.

33.

34.

35.

Construction of the five chairlifts proposed in these
applications will result in an increase in skier popu-
lation in both the town and region. The amount of
population growth will depend on a number of different
factors, including increases in vertical transport feet
(the vertical rise in feet x the rides per hour), the
availability of additional lodging, the amount of annual
snowfall, and disposable income.

Based upon these factors, it is possible to make the
following projections of-likely overall skier population
increases:

a. Under a no-build scenario, no additional lodging
would be provided in the area. Snowfall would be
normal at approximately 346" per year. Disposable
income would increase at recent historical rates and
no chairlifts would be built and, therefore, there
would be no change in vertical transport feet.
Under this no-build scenario, it is possible to
anticipate an increase of 3400 - 3900 new skiers on
the design day.

..,
b. Under a build scenario, development in the .<'
Killington Village Planned Unit Development would
occur at a very rapid rate over a four-year period
adding an additional 1200 lodging units along the
Killington Road and in the general area of Killing-
ton. Snowfall would continue to be assumed to be
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36.
:*
4/ *

/

. .

37.

346" per year and disposable income would continue
to increase at recent historical rates. Under this
scenario, all five chairlifts proposed in #lRO525
and #lR0530 would be constructed. The resulting
increase in skiers on the design day could be
anticipated to be 7700 - 9100 at the completion of
all construction.

C . Under a partial build scenario, all of the
assumptions of the build scenario are accepted
except that no lodging is constructed. The increase
in skiers, as a result of no increased lodging
capacity, normal snowfall, normal increases in
disposable income, and the construction of the
proposed chairlifts in #lR0525 and #lR0530, is
projected to be 4450 - 4455 on a design day.

The additional people that will be attracted to the area
as a result of the construction of these lifts will _,.,
result in additional traffic on the highways in the
vicinity of the ski resort. The Applicant has agreed to
comply with the conditions of Land Use Permits #1RO525-1
and #lR0530-1 as issued by the District Environmental
Commission to alleviate traffic problems in the vicinity
which may result from the project.

Based upon the above findings, the Board finds that the
additional people attracted to the area will not cause an
unreasonable burden on the ability of the region to
provide educational, municipal or governmental services
if appropriate conditions are attached to the permits.

Criteria 9(F) - Energy Conservation and 9(J) - Public Utility
Services

38. The five chairlifts will have a combined electrical
energy demand of 1600 KW when completed. Expected
completion date of these chairlifts is sometime in 1992.

39. The proposed chairlifts would be top drive lifts using DC
motors and electronic starting components to start the
motors in motion. The DC motor uses electri-
cal energy only on a demand basis, therefore, electrical
usage varies as the load on the chairlift varies.

. .. ,.. .,

40. Top drive chairlifts and DC motors are more efficient
than bottom drive lifts with AC electrical service.

41. Chairlifts operate on weekends between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00
p.m., and on weekdays between 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.
Chairlifts operate only during daylight hours. Power for
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44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

the chairlifts will be provided by Central Vermont Public
Service Corporation ("CVPS") via the Sherburne
Substation.

Killington has received "ability to serve" letters from
CVPS. These letters state that 1800 KW are presently
available to serve the proposed chairlifts.

In addition to the electrical demand required for the
proposed project, Killington Ltd. also has outstanding
"ability to serve" letters from CVPS for approximately
300 KW for a chairlift approved in 1979, which is as yet
unconstructed (#lR0322), and an "ability to serve" letter
in the amount of 400 KW for the proposed Madden snow-
making pond currently in the hearing process (#lR0584).
Killington manages its electrical needs by balancing
electrical demand at various points in the ski area. As
chairlifts close down at 4:00 p.m., snowmaking pumps are
turned on. The reverse,.is  true at approximately 7:00 _
a.m. in the morning.

Killington monitors electrical demand and is able to
balance and manage electrical demand to stay generally
within a 6000 KW limit, by informal agreement with CVPS.

Killington has exceeded the 6000 KW limit after consulta-
tion with CVPS. A substantial penalty charge is applied
to electrical bills for the following 12 months when this
situation occurs. Therefore, it is in the best interests
of Killington to manage its load within 6000 KW.

The proposed chairlifts can be operated within the
present operational and management guideline of 6000 KW._
By adjusting electrical demand for snowmaking operations
and by altering use of electrical equipment during the
day, no additional electrical demand would be required
for these chairlifts. The chairlifts can also be
operated by diesel engines.

The Sherburne Substation has a capacity of 24,000 KW and
the peak load on the substation generally occurs in the
winter between 9:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m. The historical
peak in electricity demand at the substation occurred at
10:00 p.m. on December 28, 1985 at the level of 20,106
KW. The time of the substation peak is outside the hours
that the proposed chairlifts would normally operate.

Outstanding "ability to serve" letters issued by CVPS for
projects that have not yet been constructed total
approximately 8245 KW of additional demand. It is

. .
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49.

50.

II.

A.

possible that the Sherburne Substation would reach
capacity during the winter of 1986/87 if enough of
projects come on line.

these

The Applicant has investigated the use of waste heat from
the chairlift drive motors, pumps, and compressors at the
ski area. The use of this heat is not economically
feasible at this time given the remote locations of most
of these facilities in relationship to the buildings
which might benefit from this heat source. Given the
location of the two chairlifts proposed in Application
#lR0525 and with proper prior planning of future phases
of the PUD, the potential exists for use within the PUD
of some of the waste heat produced by these lifts. The
Applicant has agreed to investigate this issue further
during the planning and design of future expansion
projects.

Based upon the above findings, the Board finds that the
planning and design of the chairlift and snowmaking "
systems reflect the principles of energy conservation and
incorporate the best available technology for efficient
use of recovery of energy and that necessary public
utility facilities and services are available. Further-
more, an excessive or uneconomic demand will not be
placed on such facilities and services and the provision
of such facilities and services has been planned on the
basis of a projection of reasonable population increase
and economic growth.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

Scope of the Prqject  _

,
,
1

,
I

I.

I
!

1
I
i

i8

i
I
j
I

In Land Use Permit Applications #lR0525 and #lR0530,
Killington proposes projects described as the installation of
chairlifts and related snowmaking/firefighting equipment.
Although it is clear that these projects are part of the
overall Killington Ski Area, there is no evidence to suggest
that the proposed construction will result in significant new
infrastructure upon which further development will be based.
Understanding that whatever other additions Killington pro-
poses for the ski area will be subject to the Act 250 process,
we will limit our review at this time to impacts known and
reasonably expected to result from either the construction or
use of the chairlifts,
proposed.

ski trails'and snowmaking pipes

We define the scope of the projects as indicated notwith-
standing our decision in Bruce J. Levinsky, Declaratory Ruling
#157, Aug
proposal for a-sewer line tha

ust 8, 1984. In Levinsky, the Board reviewed a
t clearly would encourage and
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enable intensive development. Sewer lines, like water supply
and utility lines and in some instances roads, directly
facilitate development. In Levinsky, we concluded that when
there exists 1) a growth facility, 2) clear evidence of a plan
for growth beyond what was presented in an application, and 3)
a direct relationship between the growth and the proposed
construction, it may be necessary to determine an application
for such infrastructure incomplete until additional informa-
tion about the overall master development plan has been
submitted for Commission review.

The construction of chairlifts in this case, however,
does not necessarily facilitate other growth activities.
Nonetheless we would also be compelled under the principles of
Levinsky to examine an overall plan for development if a clear
showing were made that the proposed construction is just one
component of an integrated growth plan. However, no such
showing was made in this case.

. . . .
B. Roaring Brook Impacts

10 V.S.A. S 6081(a) requires that a permit be secured
prior to the "commencement of development." Subparagraph (b)
of the same section exempts from the permit requirement any
development that was in existence as of July 1, 1970.

According to the record in this case, the diversion
structure located in Roaring Brook and the use of the water so
diverted was in place and used for snowmaking prior to June 1,
1970. In order for us to review the diversion structure or
the use of the water for snowmaking, a substantial change in
the structure or the use of the water must now be proposed.
Pursuant to Board Rule 2(G) "'Substantial change' means any
change in a development or subdivision which may result in
significant impact with respect to any of the criteria speci-
fied in 10 V.S.A. section 6086(a) (1) through (a) (lo)."

As no change in either construction or use is proposed,
no substantial change has occurred. Furthermore, as the
diversion structure in Roaring Brook and the use of the
diverted water for snowmaking pre-exists July 1, 1970, the
Board cannot now review the impacts of these activities
through the Act 250 process.

As the Board has determined that the Roaring Brook
diversion is pre-existing and therefore not subject to Act 250. . .review, we do not need to discuss the "vested right" issues as
raised by the Applicant.
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c. Availability of Water Supply and Adequate Waste Disposal

It is clear that the Act 250 review process is one
whereby a district commission or the Board must review all of j
the impacts from a proposed development in accordance with the .
requirements of 10 V.S.A. 5 6086(a). The review is not
limited to impacts solely during construction, but extends to
impacts during the use of a project. For instance, when waste
disposal for a condxnium development is addressed in a
permit, adequate disposal for the people who will be living in
or using the condominiums once they have been built is
required.

We believe that the same review must be made of
chairlifts and ski trails. Consequently, we requested that
Killington provide us with information as to waste disposal
and water availability relative to the use of the proposed
chairlifts and ski trails by the number of additional people
which Killington estimates will use the facilities under
various "build" or "no build" scenarios outlined in the
findings above.

The information provided indicates that if Killington
were to complete the Planned Unit Development as proposed,
there would not be sufficient waste disposal capacity at the
various base lodges to handle the additional skiers which are
expected to use these trails as a result of the proposed new
chairlifts and trails. Consequently, we will condition these
permits to require that adequate sewage disposal facilities
are available at the base lodges as the PUD is built out to
accommodate these additional skiers from the PUD.

D. Aesthetics
E. Impact of Growth .

Based upon our review of the evidence submitted, the
Board concludes that these projects do not unduly affect the
aesthetics or scenic and natural beauty of the area or impose
an undue burden upon the Town of Sherburne or the region if
conditions relative to traffic impacts as previously specified
by the District #l Environmental Commission and accepted by
Killington are imposed.

In making these conclusions, the Board notes that the
burden of persuading the Board that this project will have
undue impacts on either aesthetics or scenic or natural beauty
(see 10 V.S.A. S 6086(a) (8)) or growth (see 10 V':S.A.
S 6086(a)(9)(A)) is upon any party opposing the projects, In
this case the burden is on Shrewsbury. 10 V.S.A. S 6088(b)
and 6086(a) (9)(A).

.
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S 6086(a) (9) (A)) is upon any party opposing the projects. In
this case the burden is on Shrewsbury.
and 6086(a) (9) (A).

10 V.S.A. S 6088(b)

F. Energy Services Impact

The Board also concludes that the projects as defined and
reviewed reflect the principles of energy conservation and
incorporate the best available technology for efficient use or
recovery of energy. 10 V.S.A. S 6086(a) (9) (F). However, the
Board recognizes that the limited scope of this project may
have narrowed the possible energy alternatives to be con-
sidered. Consequently, we would expect that in future
projects or phases of construction Killington would make an
effort to integrate its energy uses wherever and whenever
feasible.

Board
Based upon the information available in the record, the
further concludes that public utility facilities and

services are available for the projects, that an excessive or
economic demand will not be placed on such facilities or
services and that the provision of such facilities and ser-
vices has been planned on the basis of reasonable population
increases and economic growth. 10 V.S.A. $ 6086(a) (9) (J).

In reaching this conclusion, we have relied upon the
testimony of representatives of Killington that Killington
will continue to keep its electric power usage within the 6000
KW currently agreed to with CVPS. We have also relied upon
testimony from CVPS representatives that the proposed projects
will not increase the demand for power in the area, that the
power and facilities are currently available to serve these
projects, and that power planning in this geographic area is
taking place
facilities,

and will most likely require new or additional
notwithstanding the construction of these

projects.

Finally, during the course of this proceeding, some
confusion occurred relative to the participation of employees
of CVPS, the electric company which serves Killington and the
Sherburne area generally. The Board makes its decisions based
upon information presented by the parties or requested by the
Board. We appreciate the participation of interested persons
with accurate information but must follow the hearing rules
applicable to contested cases. Consequently, as the Board did
not request CVPS to provide information as a witness, we
believe it was necessary for said witness to be sponsored by _'
one of the parties. As the burden of proof on the criteria at
issue is on an applicant, we assumed said witness was being
called by Killington on behalf of Killington.
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I

./
ORDER

&I #IR0530-EB
of Law and Order

I Land Use Permits #lR0525=EB and #lR0530-EB are hereby
i issued in accordance with the findings of fact and conclusions
j of law herein. Jurisdiction over this matter is returned to
1 the District #l Environmental Commission.

Dated at St. Albans, Vermont this 4th day of
.I December, 1986.
:I
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I Lawrence H. Bruce, Jr.
Vice Chairman

Ferdinand Bongartz _,..
Dwight E. Burnham, Sr.
Elizabeth Courtney
Jan S. Eastman
Samuel Lloyd
Roger N. Miller


